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Many important properties studied within the theory of PI-rings are ex-
pressed in terms of a sequence of identities rather than individual identities.
(For instance, Lie nilpotency of a variety V means that V satisfies the identity
[x1, . . . , xn] = 0 for some n = 2, 3, . . ..) Therefore in order to recognize if a va-
riety defined by a system of identities enjoys such a property, one has to solve
a potentially infinite sequence of inference problems. It is well known that even
individual inference problems may be very hard, and, although A. Belov [2, The-
orem 3] claims that this problem is decidable in the realm of associative algebras,
no feasible algorithm for deciding inference has been developed so far. The situ-
ation changes drastically if the property under consideration admits an indicator
characterization.
An indicator characterization of a variety property θ is a statement of
the following kind. A variety V satisfies θ if and only if V does not contain the
algebras A1, A2, . . ..
The algebras A1, A2, . . . are called “forbidden algebras” for θ. Suppose,
we know this forbidden list for θ and want to prove that a variety V defined by
a system of identities Σ satisfies θ, i.e., V is a θ-variety. We verify whether the
identities from Σ hold in the forbidden algebras. If none of the algebras satisfies
Σ, then V is a θ-variety. If the list of forbidden algebras is not very extensive and
the algebras are well-constructed then the proof is almost routine. In our paper all
considered properties are given in terms of identities of special kind. In this case
to form the forbidden list one can find almost θ-varieties1, i.e., elements minimal
with respect to inclusion in the set of all non-θ-varieties. Algebras generating the
almost θ-varieties form a complete list of forbidden algebras. Indeed, every θ-
variety V satisfies an identity of special kind. Hence, the variety does not contain
any almost θ-variety as a subvariety. Therefore, none of the forbidden algebras
belongs to V. Conversely, every non θ-variety V does not satisfy any special
for θ identity. Then, by Zorn’s Lemma, V contains some almost θ-variety as a
subvariety. Therefore, V contains the forbidden algebra generating this almost
θ-variety.
Indicator characterizations have been found for numerous variety proper-
ties. In this paper we consider non-matrix properties of varieties. Let us recall
that θ is called non-matrix if any variety satisfying θ contains no algebra of all
matrices 2 × 2 over a field. Here we survey indicator characterizations for some
natural non-matrix variety properties.
We adopt the following notation.
Let F be a field or Z. We denote by F 〈X〉 the free F -algebra generated
1In some papers an alternative term “just non-θ- varieties” is used.
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by a countable set X. As usual, the elements of F 〈X〉 are called polynomials.
An ideal I of F 〈X〉 is called a T -ideal if it is closed under endomorphisms. Let
A be an algebra, Σ a set of polynomials, V a variety. We denote by varA the
variety generated by A, and by varΣ the variety defined by Σ. The ideal of the
identities of a variety V (or an algebra A) is the set of all polynomials f(x) such
that f(x) = 0 is an identity of V (or A). We denote the ideal of the identities of
V by T (V) (or T (A), respectively), and we write T (Σ) in the place of T (var Σ).
We denote by V⋆ the variety dual to V. In the case of algebras A⋆ stands
for the algebra anti-isomorphic to A.
By x we denote a tuple of variables x1, x2, . . . .
As usual, GF (q) is a finite field of q elements. Let U be an arbitrary
algebra. As usual, we denote by Mn(U) the algebra of all n × n matrices with
entries in U , and by UTn(U) the algebra of all n × n upper triangular matrices
with entries in U . We define
A(U) =
(
U U
0 0
)
,
C(U,m) =
{(
a b
0 am
)
| a, b ∈ U
}
.
For a finite field F we also introduce:
B(F,G, σ) =
{(
b c
0 σ(b)
)
| b, c ∈ G
}
,
where G is a finite extension of F , σ is an F -automorphism of G such that the
invariant field Gσ is a unique maximal subfield of G.
Let F be a field. For a positive integer n denote by KF, n the F -algebra
generated by k1, k2, . . . subject to the relations
kikj = kjki, k
n
i = 0, i, j = 1, 2 . . . .
By KF, 0 we denote the F -algebra generated by k1, k2, . . . subject to the relations
kikj = kjki, i, j = 1, 2 . . . .
We will often use various iterated Lie commutators. We define
W2(x1, x2) = [x1, x2] = V1(x1, x2),
where [x1, x2] = x1x2 − x2x1 and then continue inductively:
Wn(x1, . . . , xn) = [Wn−1(x1, . . . xn−1), xn],
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Vn(x1, . . . , x2n) = [Vn−1(x1, . . . x2n−1), Vn−1(x2n−1+1, . . . x2n)].
Let us denote by En(x, y) the Engel polynomial Wn(x, y, . . . , y).
A variety or an algebra is called Lie nilpotent if it satisfies the identity
Wn(x1, . . . , xn) = 0 for some n.
A variety or an algebra is called Engel if it satisfies the identity En(x, y) =
0 for some n.
A variety or an algebra is called Lie solvable if it satisfies the identity
Vn(x1, . . . , x2n) = 0 for some n.
A polynomial identity u = v where u, v are distinct semigroup words is
called a semigroup identity. The semigroup identity u = v is called reduced if the
first letters of the words u, v are different and the last letters of the words u, v
are different as well.
In the following proposition we collect several easy statements establishing
that the considered properties are non-matrix. Some proofs are well-known but
we give them here for convenience. The algebras from the proposition will be
used as forbidden algebras for these properties.
Proposition 1. Let F be a field. Then the following statements hold:
1) A(F ) and A(F )⋆ satisfy neither a reduced semigroup identity nor En(x, y) =
0 for any n.
2) A(KF, 2) and A(KF, 2)
⋆ do not satisfy an identity Wn(x) = 0 for any n.
3) If F is finite, then B(F,G, σ) does not satisfy En(x, y) = 0 for any n.
4) If |F | = q, then C(KF, 0, q
m) and C(KF, 0, q
m)⋆ do not satisfy a semigroup
identity.
5) If F is infinite, then UT2(F ) does not satisfy a semigroup identity.
6) If charF 6= 2, then M2(F ) does not satisfy Vn(x) = 0 for any n.
7) If charF = 2, then M3(F ) does not satisfy Vn(x) = 0 for any n.
P r o o f. 1) It is easy to see that A(F ) is non-Engel. Indeed, we have
En(e12, e11) = (−1)
ne12 6= 0.
By the dual argument, A(F )⋆ is non-Engel. Further assume that u(x, y, z)x =
v(x, y, z)y is a reduced semigroup identity, where u, v are words and x, y are
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different variables. Let us substitute x = z1 = z2 = · · · = e11, y = e11 + e12.
Obviously, u(x, y, z1, . . .)x = e11 and u(x, y, z1, . . .)y = e11 + e12. This proves
that A(F ) does not satisfy any reduced semigroup identity. Similarly, by dual
arguments A(F )⋆ does not satisfy any reduced semigroup identity of the form
xu(x, y, z) = yv(x, y, z), x 6= y.
2) Let us consider A(KF, 2) and substitute
x1 =
(
0 k1
0 0
)
, xi =
(
ki 0
0 0
)
, i = 2, . . . , n.
Then we obtain
Wn(x1, . . . , xn) =
(
0 (−1)n−1k1 · · · kn
0 0
)
6= 0.
The dual argument shows that A(KF, 2)
⋆ also is not Lie nilpotent.
3) Let a belong to G and σ(a) 6= a. Then we have [e12, ae11 + σ(a)e22] =
(σ(a)− a)e12 and En(e12, ae11 + σ(a)e22) = (σ(a)− a)
ne12 6= 0 for every n. This
proves that B(F,G, σ) is non-Engel.
4) and 5) Let u(x, y, z), v(x, y, z), w(x, y, z) be semigroup words and let
f(x, y, z) = uxw − vyw.
We verify that C(KF, 0, q
m) and UT2(F ) do not satisfy the semigroup identity
f(x, y, z) = 0. If the lengths of u and v are different then f(x, x, . . . , x) = xk−xl
for k 6= l. It is evident that f(x, x, . . . , x) = 0 is not an identity of C(KF, 0, q
m)
and of UT2(F ) for an infinite F . Now suppose, that the length of u is equal to
the length of v. Denote by N the length of u and v and by S the length of w.
Let b and c be elements of KF, 0 in the case of 4) or elements of F in the case
of 5). If F is infinite then we choose q = 2 (or another integer greater than 1).
Consider the matrices B =
(
b 0
0 bq
m
)
and C =
(
0 c
0 0
)
. It is easy to see that
CBC = C2 = 0 and CB = Bq
m
C. Let us substitute y = zi = B (i = 1, 2, . . .),
x = B + C. Collecting the similar terms we obtain
f(B + C,B,B, . . .) = (BNC −
∑
i>0
αiB
N−iCBi)BS
= (BN −
∑
i>0
αiB
N−i+iqm)BSq
m
C =
(
0 (bN −
∑
i>0
αib
N−i+iqm)bSq
m
c
0 0
)
.
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Now, suppose that f(x, y, z) = 0 is an identity of C(KF, 0, q
m). Then for some αi
the algebra KF, 2 satisfies the identity
(bN −
∑
i>0
αib
N−i+iqm)bSq
m
c = 0
which is not true. The same argument shows that f(x, y, z) = 0 is not an identity
of UT2(F ) if F is infinite.
6) It is easy to see that the following equalities hold in M2(F ):
[e12, [e12, e21]] = −2e12,
[e21, [e12, e21]] = 2e21.
Hence, if charF 6= 2 then M2(F ) is not Lie solvable. Let us remark that if
charF = 2 then M2(F ) satisfies the identity [[[x, y], [z, t]], u] = 0 and, hence,
V3(x) = 0.
7) Let us fix x1 = e12+e31 and x2 = e23+e31. By assumption, charF = 2.
Therefore we have
[[[x2, x1], x1], x1] = x1,
[[[x1, x2], x2], x2] = x2,
Hence, M3(F ) is not Lie solvable. 
2. Forbidden algebras for non-matrix properties. In this sec-
tion we discuss indicator characterizations for the properties from Proposition 1
as well as some others. For all considered properties θ the lists of forbidden alge-
bras coincide with the lists of algebras generating almost-θ-varieties. Therefore
for a property θ we give either an indicator characterization or a list of almost-
θ-varieties.
2.1. Nilpotency. The list of almost nilpotent varieties of algebras over
a commutative ring was found by I. L’vov [11]. Here we give a specialization of
his result in the cases of algebras over a field and of rings.
Theorem 1. Let V be a variety of F -algebras. Then the following state-
ments hold:
1) Let F be an infinite field, charF = p ≥ 0. Then V is almost nilpotent if
and only if it is generated by KF, p.
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2) Let F be a finite field, charF = p. Then V is almost nilpotent if and only
if it is generated either by KF, p or by F .
3) Suppose, F = Z. Then V is almost nilpotent if and only if it is generated
either by GF (p) or by KGF (p),p where p is a prime.
Let us remark that in the ring case the variety varKGF (p),p (p is a prime) is
not generated by a finite algebra but every of its proper subvarieties is generated
by a finite algebra. In other words, varKGF (p), p is an almost Cross variety.
L’vov [11] found the complete list of such varieties. The list consists of the
varieties varKGF (p),p for prime p and the variety var {xy = 0}.
2.2. Commutativity. The question whether [x, y] follows from the iden-
tities or some other conditions on the algebra is well known and studied in the
theory of varieties. One of the pioneer results is Herstein’s theorem establishing
the commutativity of a ring with the condition that every element a of the ring
satisfies an(a) = a. Similar conditions (the so called “commutativity conditions”)
were intensively studied in the 1980s (see [9]). Almost commutative varieties were
investigated by Yu. Maltsev. In the case of an infinite field the complete list of
such varieties was obtained.
Theorem 2. Let F be an infinite field. There exists a unique almost
commutative variety of F -algebras
var{xyz = 0, x2 = 0}, if charF 6= 2,
var{xyz = 0}, if charF = 2.
In the case of algebras over a finite field or of rings Yu. Maltsev proved
that every almost commutative variety is generated by a finite algebra. He found
a complete list of the non-nilpotent algebras and described the properties of the
nilpotent algebras (cf. [13], [16], [14]).
Theorem 3. In the case of a finite base field or Z-algebras (i.e., rings)
the following statements hold:
1) A non-nilpotent variety is almost commutative if and only if it is generated
by one of the algebras A(F ), A(F )⋆ or B(F,G, σ), where F is the base field
or in the case of rings F is a prime field.
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2) Every nilpotent almost commutative variety satisfies the identities
[x, y]z = 0, z[x, y] = 0, x1 · · · xn = 0,
and an identity of the kind
[x, y] =
n−1∑
i=1
αix
iyn−1−i for some n > 2.
The finite algebras generating the varieties from part 2) of Theorem 3 are
described completely for n = 3, 4 (see [17]). Additional results concerning the
algebras are in the paper of E. Zakharova [26]. But the full description is still
unknown.
Problem 1. Find a complete list of nilpotent algebras generating an
almost commutative variety.
Remark. Every proper subvariety of a variety generated by an algebra
from part 1) of Theorem 3 is commutative, and, so, both Lie nilpotent and Engel.
According to parts 1) and 2) of Proposition 1, the algebras generate almost Engel
and almost Lie nilpotent varieties.
2.2.1. Engel property. Almost Engel varieties over a field of character-
istic 0 were found by Yu. Maltsev [12]. The case of algebras over an infinite field
of positive characteristic was considered by the author [5]. These two descriptions
are equivalent to the following statement.
Theorem 4. A variety of algebras over an infinite field F is Engel if and
only if it does not contain the algebras A(F ) and A(F )⋆.
The case of rings was considered by Yu. Maltsev [15]. He proved that the
locally finite almost Engel varieties are exactly the non-nilpotent almost commu-
tative varieties. The question whether there exist other almost Engel varieties had
been open for a long time (cf. [4], Question 3.53). The results of the author [5]
answer it in the negative.
Theorem 5. In the case of a finite base field or rings a variety is Engel
if and only if it does not contain A(F ), A(F )⋆, and B(F,G, σ), where F is the
base field or in the case of rings F is a prime field.
The following corollaries of Theorems 4, 5, and 3 are evident.
Corollary 1. If all finite rings (finite-dimensional algebras) of a variety
are Engel then the variety itself is Engel.
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Corollary 2. Let all finite nilpotent rings (finite-dimensional nilpotent
algebras) of a variety be commutative. Then the variety is commutative if it is
Engel.
2.2.2. Lie nilpotency. In the case of zero characteristic the list of
forbidden algebras for Lie nilpotency coincide with the list of such algebras for the
Engel property, because every Engel variety is Lie nilpotent and vice versa (cf. [8]).
Therefore Theorem 4 gives an indicator characterization for Lie nilpotency in this
case.
In a positive characteristic these properties are not equivalent. In other
words, there exist Engel algebras which are not Lie nilpotent. A simple example
is a nil algebra which is not Lie nilpotent. Indeed, it is easy to show that
En(x, y) =
n∑
k=0
Ckn(−1)
kykxyn−k.
Thus, if the characteristic of the base field F is equal to p then Ept(x, y) =
xyp
t
− yp
t
x for any positive integer t. Hence, every nil algebra satisfies the
identity Ept(x, y) = 0 for sufficiently large t. Let us consider the algebra A(KF, 2).
The algebra KF, 2 satisfies the identity x
p = 0. Therefore, A(KF, 2) satisfies
the identity xpy = 0. Hence, this algebra is nil but it is not Lie nilpotent by
Proposition 1. Thus, A(KF, 2) is an Engel algebra which is not Lie nilpotent.
This algebra generates the variety var〈xpy = 0, [x, y]z = 0〉. It is not hard to
show that the variety is one of the almost Lie nilpotent varieties.
To formulate results concerning such varieties we need to recall the fol-
lowing definition due to A. Kemer.
A variety of F -algebras is called prime (or verbally prime) if for its T -ideal
T every inclusion I1 · I2 ⊆ T holding for two T -ideals I1 and I2 of F 〈X〉 implies
I1 ⊆ T or I2 ⊆ T .
All almost Lie nilpotent non-prime varieties are found by the author [6].
Theorem 6. Let V be a non-prime variety of algebras over an infinite
field F of positive characteristic. Then V is almost Lie nilpotent if and only if V
is generated either by A(KF, 2) or by A(KF, 2)
⋆.
A proof of the following theorem in the case of a finite base field can be
found in [6]. In Section 3 we show how to reduce the case of rings to this case.
Theorem 7. Let V be a non-prime variety of algebras over a finite field
or of rings. Then V is almost Lie nilpotent if and only if V is generated by one
of the following algebras A(F ), A(F )⋆, B(F,G, σ), A(KF, 2), A(KF, 2)
⋆, where F
is the base field or in the case of rings F is a prime field.
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Corollary 3. Let a variety of F -algebras V satisfy an identity
Wn1(x1)Wn2(x2) · · ·Wnk(xk) = 0,
where n1, . . . , nk are positive integers, and x1, . . . , xk are disjoint sets of variables.
Then the following statements hold:
1) If F is an infinite field of positive characteristic, then V is Lie nilpotent if
and only if V does not contain the algebras A(KF, 2) and A(KF, 2)
⋆.
2) If F is a finite field, then V is Lie nilpotent if and only if V does not contain
the algebras A(F ), A(F )⋆, B(F,G, σ), A(KF, 2), A(KF, 2)
⋆.
3) If F = Z, then V is Lie nilpotent if and only if V does not contain the
algebras A(H), A(H)⋆, B(H,G, σ) and A(KH, 2), A(KH, 2)
⋆ for any prime
field H.
P r o o f. Because of the identity Wn1(x1) · · ·Wnk(xk) = 0, all prime sub-
varieties of V are Lie nilpotent. So, V is not Lie nilpotent if and only if it contains
a non-prime almost Lie nilpotent variety, and, hence, the algebra generating such
variety. 
Examples of almost Lie nilpotent prime varieties for algebras over an
infinite field of positive characteristic were found by Yu.Razmyslov [20, section
39]. In the case of a finite base field or of rings such examples are not known.
Problem 2. Find all almost Lie nilpotent prime varieties both in the
case of algebras over a field of positive characteristic and in the case of rings.
2.2.3. Lie solvability. In the case of zero characteristic the class of all
Lie solvable varieties is the class of all non-matrix varieties by the result of Kemer
(see [8], Corollary 1).
Theorem 8. A variety of algebras over a field F of characteristic zero
is Lie solvable if and only if it does not contain the algebra M2(F ).
The algebra M2(F ) generates an almost Lie solvable variety in the case
of a finite base field F (charF 6= 2) as well. Moreover, the following statement
holds.
Proposition 2. Let F be a finite field. Suppose that a variety of F -
algebras V is generated by a finite algebra. Then V is almost Lie solvable if and
only if it is generated by M2(F ) if charF > 2 and by M3(F ) if charF = 2.
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P r o o f. By parts 6) and 7) of Proposition 1 the algebras M2(F ) (if
charF > 2) and M3(F ) are non Lie solvable. Let A be a finite algebra such that
varA does not contain M2(F ) if charF > 2 or M3(F ) if charF = 2. Let J be the
Jacobson radical of A. Consider the semisimple algebra A/J . If charF > 2 then
A/J is commutative because it is a direct sum of fields. If charF = 2 then A/J
satisfies the identity V3(x) = 0 because it is a direct sum of fields and algebras
of all 2 × 2 matrices over a field of characteristic 2 (the latter algebras satisfy
V3(x) = 0). It is well known that the radical J is nilpotent. Therefore, in both
cases A satisfies an identity V3(x1)V3(x2) · · · V3(xn) = 0. Hence, the algebra A
is Lie solvable. Thus, every variety which is not Lie solvable has to contain the
algebra M2(F ) if charF > 2 or the algebra M3(F ) if charF = 2. This concludes
the proof. 
In the other cases almost Lie solvable varieties remain much less under-
stood. In fact, we can only formulate the following easy statement. (It will be
proved in Section 3.)
Proposition 3. Every almost Lie solvable variety is prime.
Problem 3. Find a complete list of all almost Lie solvable varieties both
in the case of a base field of positive characteristic and in the case of rings.
2.2.4. Semigroup identities. Let F be a field of characteristic zero.
The varieties of F -algebras satisfying semigroup identities both reduced and non-
reduced were studied by I. Golubchik and A. Mikhalev [7]. For the non-reduced
case they found a unique forbidden algebra UT2(F ). Besides that, they proved
that if a variety satisfies a reduced semigroup identity then it is Engel and vice
versa. If F is an infinite field of positive characteristic then these results remain
true. Again, UT2(F ) is the only forbidden algebra for this property [24]. The
fact that in positive characteristic a reduced semigroup identity is equivalent to
the Engel property was established by D. M. Riley and M. C. Wilson [22].
Theorem 9. A variety of algebras over an infinite field F satisfies a
semigroup identity if and only if it does not contain the algebra UT2(F ).
The following theorem is a combination of known results [7, 22] and The-
orem 4.
Theorem 10. A variety of algebras over an infinite field F satisfies a
reduced semigroup identity if and only if it does not contain the algebras A(F )
and A(F )⋆.
The situation with algebras over a finite field is quite different. Every
Engel algebra satisfies an identity of the kind xyp
t
− yp
t
x = 0 were p is the
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characteristic of the base field F (see the text in the beginning of section 2.2.2).
It is a reduced semigroup identity. But the Engel property does not follow from
a reduced semigroup identity. Indeed, let us consider the algebra B(F,G, σ).
It is finite. Hence, there exists an integer n such that xn is an idempotent for
any element x from B(F,G, σ). It is easy to see that B(F,G, σ) contains only
two idempotents: 0 and 1. Therefore B(F,G, σ) satisfies a reduced semigroup
identity xny = yxn. But B(F,G, σ) is non-Engel by Proposition 1.
Nevertheless, for the reduced case a list of forbidden algebras is obtained
both for the case of a finite field and for the case of rings.
Theorem 11 (Finogenova, unpublished). Let F be a finite field, |F | = q,
and let V be a variety of F -algebras. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1) V satisfies a reduced semigroup identity.
2) V satisfies the identity xny = yxn for some positive integer n.
3) V does not contain the algebras A(F ), A(F )⋆, C(KF, 0, q
m), and C(KF, 0, q
m)⋆
for all integers m > 0.
Theorem 12 (Finogenova, unpublished). Let V be a variety of rings.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
1) V satisfies a reduced semigroup identity.
2) V satisfies the identity xny = yxn for some positive integer n.
3) V does not contain the rings A(F ), A(F )⋆, C(KF, 0, p
m), and
C(KF, 0, p
m)⋆ for all prime fields F of order p and all integers m > 0.
Theorems 12 and 5 show that every Engel variety of rings also satisfies a
reduced semigroup identity. Indeed, comparing the lists from the theorems we see
that the every forbidden algebra from Theorem 5 belongs to a variety generated by
a suitable forbidden algebras from Theorem 12. Therefore an Engel variety cannot
contain any forbidden algebra from Theorem 12. Hence, the variety satisfies a
reduced identity. This result is proved by Riley and Wilson [23] (Corollary 2) in
a different way.
The case of non-reduced identities is more complicated: no complete list
of forbidden algebras is known so far. We can prove only the following partial
result. In the proposition an “SI-variety” means “a variety satisfying a semigroup
identity”.
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Proposition 4. Let F be a finite field, |F | = q. Then the algebra
C(KF, 0, q
m) and the algebra C(KF, 0, q
m)⋆ generate almost SI-varieties.
P r o o f. By Proposition 1, C(KF, 0, q
m) and C(KF, 0, q
m)⋆ do not satisfy
any semigroup identity. But every proper subvariety of varC(KF, 0, q
m) or of
varC(KF, 0, q
m)⋆ satisfies a reduced semigroup identity by Theorem 11. 
Problem 4. Find a complete list of forbidden algebras for the property
“to satisfy a semigroup identity” in the case of varieties of rings and algebras
over a finite field.
2.2.5. Adjoint semigroup identities. In the case of an infinite base
field Riley and Wilson found another condition equivalent to the Engel prop-
erty [22]. To explain it we recall some definitions and notation. Given an algebra
R, the circle composition ◦ on R is defined by letting a ◦ b = a+ b− ab for all a, b
in the algebra2. It is easy to see that the circle composition is associative, and
thus we obtain the adjoint semigroup 〈R, ◦〉 of the algebra. If the algebra has an
identity element 1, then its multiplicative semigroup and its adjoint semigroup
are isomorphic via the map a 7→ 1 − a. However, for algebras without identity
element the adjoint semigroup can be very different from the multiplicative semi-
group. For instance, if 〈R,+, ·〉 is such that the semigroup 〈R, ·〉 is nilpotent
then the semigroup 〈R, ◦〉 turns out to be a group. An identity of the adjoint
semigroup is called an adjoint semigroup identity of the algebra.
Riley and Wilson [22] showed for the case of an infinite base field that
whenever an algebra is Engel then it satisfies an adjoint semigroup identity. Com-
bining this fact with Theorem 4 we derive the following result.
Theorem 13. A variety of algebras over an infinite field F satisfies an
adjoint semigroup identity if and only if it does not contain the algebras A(F )
and A(F )⋆.
In the case of a finite base field and rings the above equivalence does
not hold. It is not hard to show that an Engel algebra over a field of positive
characteristic p satisfies an adjoint semigroup identity. Indeed, every Engel al-
gebra satisfies the identity Ept(x, y) = xy
pt − yp
t
x = 0. By induction on n one
can show that y ◦ y ◦ · · · ◦ y︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
=
∑n
k=1C
k
n(−1)
k+1yk. Hence, yp = y ◦ · · · ◦ y︸ ︷︷ ︸
p
and
2In some papers one means by the circle composition the operation ◦′ defined by a ◦′ b =
a + b + ab. This does not make real difference because 〈R, ◦′〉 is isomorphic to 〈R, ◦〉 via the
map a 7→ −a.
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yp
t
= y ◦ · · · ◦ y︸ ︷︷ ︸
pt
. Thus
xyp
t
− yp
t
x = x ◦ yp
t
− yp
t
◦ x =
x ◦ y ◦ · · · ◦ y︸ ︷︷ ︸
pt
− y ◦ · · · ◦ y︸ ︷︷ ︸
pt
◦y = 0.
The latter equality is an adjoint semigroup identity of the Engel algebra. But
the algebras over a finite field satisfying adjoint semigroup identities are not
necessarily Engel. As an example we can take the non-Engel algebra B(F,G, σ).
Its adjoint and multiplicative semigroups are isomorphic because B(F,G, σ) has
an identity element. The multiplicative semigroup of the algebra satisfies an
identity (see the text after Theorem 10). Hence, the adjoint semigroup satisfies
an identity, too.
Remark. As we can see, in the case of an infinite field, a variety satis-
fies a reduced semigroup identity if and only if it satisfies an adjoint semigroup
identity. Moreover, Riley and Wilson [22] showed that the variety also satisfies
the corresponding reduced adjoint semigroup identity. The proofs of these equiv-
alences require the base field to be infinite. It is unclear if these conditions stay
so closely connected in the case of a finite field.
Problem 5.
1) Find a complete list of forbidden algebras for the property “to satisfy an
adjoint semigroup identity” in the case of rings and algebras over a finite
field.
2) Is the property “to satisfy an adjoint semigroup identity” equivalent to the
property “to satisfy a reduced semigroup identity”?
3) Is the property “to satisfy an adjoint semigroup identity” equivalent to the
property “to satisfy the corresponding reduced adjoint semigroup identity”?
2.2.6. Permutativity. An important special class of semigroup identi-
ties is the class of permutative identities. A variety (an algebra) is called permu-
tative if it satisfies an identity of the kind
x1x2 · · · xn = x1σx2σ · · · xnσ,
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where σ is a nontrivial permutation of the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. To formulate indicator
characterizations of the permutativity we introduce the following algebras. Let
F be a field. Letting U be an arbitrary algebra, we define
TZ(U) ∼=



 a b c0 0 d
0 0 a



 , TD(U) ∼=



 a b c0 a d
0 0 a




where a, b, c, d belong to U , and
R(U) ∼=
(
F U
0 U
)
.
Theorem 14 (Finogenova, [19]). A variety of algebras over an infinite
field F of characteristic p ≥ 0 is permutative if and only if it does not contain
the algebras TZ(KF, p) or TD(KF, p).
For algebra U we denote by U1 the smallest unitary algebra containing
U . The following result was proved by the author in [18].
Theorem 15. Suppose that a variety V of algebras over a finite field F
is generated by a finite algebra. Then V is almost permutative if and only if it
is generated by one of the algebras B(F,G, σ), TZ(F ), UT2(F ), or J
1, where J
generates a nilpotent almost commutative variety.
The following theorem completes the description of almost permutative
varieties of algebras over a finite field.
Theorem 16 (Finogenova, [19]). Let F be a finite field of characteristic
p and |F | = q. Suppose that a variety of F -algebras V is not generated by any
finite algebra. Then V is almost permutative if and only if it is generated by one
of the algebras TZ(KF, p), TD(KF, p), C(KF, pqm, q
m), C(KF, pqm , q
m)⋆, R(KF, p),
R(KF, p)
⋆.
Problem 6. Find a complete list of forbidden algebras for permutativity
in the case of varieties of rings.
3. General points of proofs.
3.1. Where to find identities? Let the property θ be defined by a
system of polynomials {fδ}, δ ∈ ∆. In other words, the variety V satisfies θ
whenever fδ ∈ T (V) for some δ ∈ ∆.
The following easy lemma is the main “provider” of identities.
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Lemma 1. Let V be an almost θ-variety, g(x) a polynomial. Then either
g ∈ T (V) or fδ ∈ T ({g}) + T (V) for some δ ∈ ∆.
P r o o f. If g /∈ T (V) then T ({g})+T (V) defines a proper subvariety of V.
Every proper subvariety of V satisfies θ, therefore fδ ∈ T ({g}) + T (V) for some
δ ∈ ∆. 
We demonstrate the utility of the lemma proving Proposition 3.
P r o o f o f P r o p o s i t i o n 3. The Lie solvability is defined by the system
of identities {Vn(x)}, n = 1, 2, . . .. Suppose, V is almost Lie solvable, and I1, I2
are T -ideals such that I1 · I2 ⊆ T (V). Also, suppose that there exist polynomials
g1 ∈ I1 \ T (V) and g2 ∈ I2 \ T (V). Then, by Lemma 1, we have Vm(x) ∈
T ({g1}) + T (V) and Vn(x) ∈ T ({g2}) + T (V) for some positive integers m and n.
Clearly, we can assume that m = n. Then, we obtain
Vn(x)Vn(y) ∈ T ({g1 · g2}) + T (V) ⊆ I1 · I2 + T (V) ⊆ T (V).
Hence, Vn+1(x) ∈ T (V), i.e., V is Lie solvable. The contradiction shows that
I1 ⊆ T (V) or I2 ⊆ T (V). In other words, V is a prime variety. 
Using Lemma 1 one can simplify the identities. For example, the al-
most permutative variety V satisfies the identity g(x) = 0 whenever V satisfies
y1 · · · ymg(x) = 0. Indeed, by Lemma 1, if g /∈ T (V) then
x1x2 · · · xn − x1σx2σ · · · xnσ ∈ T ({g}) + T (V).
Multiplying the inclusion by y1 · · · ym we obtain
y1 · · · ymx1x2 · · · xn − y1 · · · ymx1σx2σ · · · xnσ ∈ T ({y1 · · · yng}) + T (V) ⊆ T (V).
Therefore V is permutative. The contradiction proves that g ∈ T (V).
For every considered property θ one can find a special nontrivial simpli-
fication class for identities of an almost θ-variety.
3.2. How to reduce from rings to algebras. In this section we assume
that a property θ is defined by a system of polynomials {fδ}, δ ∈ ∆. All of the
polynomials have integer coefficients. The system is the same both for Q-algebras
and for algebras over a prime field GF (p). In the latter case the coefficients are
naturally interpreted as elements of the field.
For a T -ideal I in the free ring Z〈X〉 we denote by IQ the T -ideal of the
free algebra Q〈X〉 generated by the polynomials from I. The T -ideal I of Z〈X〉
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is called additive torsion-free if for any polynomial f and an integer m 6= 0 we
have f ∈ T (V) whenever mf ∈ T (V).
The following result was proved by M. Volkov [25, Lemma 8] but we give
a self-contained proof for convenience of the reader.
Lemma 2. Let I be an additive torsion-free T -ideal. Then I coincides
with the set of all polynomials with integer coefficients from IQ.
P r o o f. The inclusion I ⊆ IQ ∩ Z〈X〉 is evident. Let us prove the con-
verse. By the usual Vandermonde determinant argument, every homogeneous
component of a polynomial from I also belongs to I. Therefore every polyno-
mial from IQ is a sum of polynomials of the kind αh(u1, . . . , un) where α ∈ Q,
u1, . . . , un ∈ Z〈X〉, and h(x) is a homogeneous polynomial from I. In other
words, IQ is a Q-vector space spanned by the elements of I. Thus for every
g ∈ IQ there exists an integer m > 0 such that mg ∈ I. By the hypothesis, if
g has only integer coefficients, then g ∈ I. This proves the required inclusion
IQ ∩ Z〈X〉 ⊆ I. 
Lemma 3. Let I be a T -ideal of an almost θ-variety of rings. Then
either varIQ satisfies θ or varIQ is almost θ-variety of Q-algebras.
P r o o f. Suppose, g is a polynomial with rational coefficients and g /∈ IQ.
We shall show that T ({g}) + IQ defines a θ-variety of Q-algebras
3. Let m 6= 0 be
an integer such that mg has only integer coefficients. Clearly, mg /∈ I. Hence by
Lemma 1 we have fδ ∈ T ({mg}) + I and therefore fδ ∈ T ({g}) + IQ. Thus every
proper subvariety of varIQ satisfies θ. If varIQ does not satisfy θ, then varIQ is
an almost θ-variety of Q-algebras. 
Now we describe a way to obtain forbidden rings having the lists of alge-
bras generating almost θ-vatieties of algebras over a field (both finite and infinite).
We shall demonstrate the method only for θ satisfying the following substitution
condition: For every α, β ∈ ∆ there exists γ ∈ ∆ such that fγ ∈ T ({fα(fβ, y)}).
Let us remark that most of the considered properties satisfy the substitution
condition. The exeptions are commutativity, permutativity and the property “to
satisfy a (reduced, adjoint) semigroup identity”. For all of them except the per-
mutativity one can implement a slightly different approach related to the property
“to be locally Noetherian”. But we shall not discuss it in this paper.
Let V be an almost θ-variety of rings. Denote by I the ideal T (V). First,
suppose that I is an additive torsion-free T -ideal. Then, by Lemma 2, none of
3In this case T ({g}) is a T -ideal of a variety of Q-algebras. We do not state this explicitly
because it is clear from the context whether we consider Q-algebras or rings.
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the polynomials {fδ} belongs to IQ. This means that varIQ does not satisfy θ.
Hence, by Lemma 3 the variety varIQ is an almost θ-variety of Q-algebras.
Now suppose that I is not additive torsion-free. Then there exist a prime
integer p and a polynomial g with integer coefficients, g /∈ I, such that pg ∈ I. If
px /∈ I then, by Lemma 1, the following conditions hold for α and β from ∆ and
a polynomial h:
fα(x, y) = ph(x, y)
and
fβ(x) ∈ T ({g}).
By assumption, there exists γ ∈ ∆ such that fγ ∈ T ({fα(fβ, y)}) ⊆ T ({pg}) ⊆ I.
This contradiction shows that px ∈ I. Thus the variety V is an almost θ-variety
of GF (p)-algebras4.
Now it is easy to form a list of forbidden rings from two parts. The first
part consists of all forbidden GF (p)-algebras generating almost θ-varieties. The
second part is formed from the rings generating additive torsion-free varieties.
We include such a ring R to the second part only if T (R)Q defines an almost
θ-variety of Q-algebras and none of the rings from the first part belongs to varR.
4. Non-matrix pseudovarieties of algebras. In this section we
consider algebras over a finite field and rings. Let us recall some definitions.
A pseudovariety is a non-empty class of finite algebras closed under ho-
momorphic images, subalgebras, and finitary direct products5.
Every pseudovariety can be defined by pseudoidentities. LetA be the class
of all finite algebras. An n-ary implicit operation pi is a family {piA | A ∈ A }
where piA : A
n 7→ A such that for every finite algebras A and B and homomor-
phism φ : A→ B we have
φ(piA(a1, . . . , an)) = piB(φ(a1), . . . , φ(an)).
A pair of n-ary implicit operations is called pseudoidentity. It is said that a class
K satisfies a pseudoidentity pi = ρ if piA = ρA for all A ∈ K. Reiterman [21]
proved an analogue of Birkhoff’s theorem for pseudovarieties: Pseudovarieties
are exactly classes defined by pseudoidentities.
Let F 〈X〉 be the free F -algebra generated by the countable set X. Every
polynomial f(x1, . . . , xn) from F 〈X〉 gives rise to an n-ary implicit operation f
4Let us remark that every such variety is an almost θ-variety of rings.
5The reader can find a detailed exposition of the theory of pseudovarieties in the book [1].
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in the following natural way: For an algebra A and (a1, . . . , an) ∈ A
n, we define
fA : (a1, . . . , an) 7→ f(a1, . . . , an).
Let g(x), h(x) be polynomials from F 〈X〉. If gA = hA for each finite
F -algebra A, then we define d(g, h) = 0. Otherwise we define d(g, h) = 2−r(g,h),
where r(g, h) is the smallest size of finite F -algebras A such that gA 6= hA. One
can prove that d(g, h) is a metric on F 〈X〉. Let {f (n)(x) | n = 1, 2, . . .} ⊆ F 〈X〉
be a Cauchy sequence in this metric space. For any finite algebra A there exists
N such that f
(m)
A = f
(N)
A for all m ≥ N . We define piA = f
(N)
A . It is well-known
and easily verified that the family pi is an implicit operation. It is denoted by
limn→∞ f
(n).
We shall use several such implicit operations. Let g(x) be a polynomial.
We define g(x)ω = limn→∞ g(x)
n!. Let us remark that g(a)ωA is an idempotent of
the kind g(a)m whatever g(x), a finite algebra A, and a tuple a of elements from
A. Also, let Eω(x, y) = limn→∞En!(x, y).
In this section we shall find bases of the pseudoidentities for pseudovari-
eties consisting of algebras with properties considered in Section 2.
The following two statements are evident and they are called “theorems”
only for uniformity.
Theorem 17. The pseudovariety of all finite nilpotent algebras (rings)
is defined by the pseudoidentity xω = 0.
Theorem 18. The pseudovariety of all finite Engel algebras (rings) is
defined by the pseudoidentity Eω(x, y) = 0.
Remark. The Engel property in classes of finite algebras is equiv-
alent to the Lie nilpotency. Thus, the latter theorem describes a basis of the
pseudoidentities for the pseudovariety of all finite Lie nilpotent algebras (rings)
as well.
Theorem 19. Let LSfin be the pseudovariety of all Lie solvable F -
algebras. Then the following statements hold:
1) If F is a field, charF > 2, then LSfin is defined by the pseudoidentity
[x, y]ω = 0.
2) If F is a field of characteristic 2 or F = Z, then LSfin is defined by the
pseudoidentity [[[x, y], [x, xy]], y]ω = 0.
P r o o f. 1) by Proposition 2, every semisimple algebra from LSfin is com-
mutative as a direct sum of fields. Hence, the commutator [x, y] of any ele-
ments x, y from every algebra of LSfin is nilpotent. Therefore the pseudoidentity
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[x, y]ω = 0 holds in every algebra of LSfin. Remark that [[[x, y], [x, xy]], y]
ω = 0
in LSfin as well. Conversely, let P be the pseudovariety defined by [x, y]
ω = 0.
Then M2(F ) does not belong to P because we have [e12, e21]
ω = (e11 − e22)
ω =
e11 + e22 6= 0. By Proposition 2, all algebras from P are Lie solvable that is
P = LSfin.
2) Let F be a field, charF = 2. The pseudovariety LSfin does not contain
M3(F ). Hence, every semisimple algebra from LSfin satisfies
[[[x, y], [x, xy]], y] = 0
because both fields and algebras of 2× 2 matrices satisfy it. Hence,
[[[x, y], [x, xy]], y]
is nilpotent in every algebra of LSfin. Therefore, LSfin satisfies the pseudoiden-
tity [[[x, y], [x, xy]], y]ω = 0. To prove the sufficiency it remains to see that
[[[x, y], [x, xy]], y]ω 6= 0 inM3(F ). Indeed, for x = e23+e32 and y = e12+e21+e23
we obtain [[[x, y], [x, xy]], y] = e11+e22. Hence, [[[x, y], [x, xy]], y]
ω = e11+e22 6= 0.
The proof can be repeated with slight changes in the case of rings. 
R. A. Dean and T. Evans [3] proved that the direct sum of two semigroups
satisfying nontrivial (reduced) identities satisfies some nontrivial (reduced) iden-
tity as well. Therefore all finite algebras satisfying (adjoint) semigroup identities
form a pseudovariety. This is true also in the case of reduced semigroup identities.
Theorem 20. The pseudovariety RSIfin of all finite algebras (rings)
satisfying reduced semigroup identities is defined by the pseudoidentity [x, yω] = 0.
P r o o f. By Theorems 11 and 12, if an algebra satisfies a reduced semi-
group identity then it satisfies the identity [x, yn] = 0 for some n. Hence, the
algebra satisfies the pseudoidentity [x, yω] = 0. Moreover, for a finite algebra
there exists a positive integer n such that xω = xn for every element x of the
algebra. Then, this algebra satisfies a reduced semigroup identity [x, yn] = 0
whenever it satisfies [x, yω] = 0. 
It was showed by V. Latyshev [10] that every permutative semigroup
satisfies an permutative identity of the special kind
x1 · · · xnxyxn+1 · · · x2n = x1 · · · xnyxxn+1 · · · x2n.
Therefore all finite permutative algebras form a pseudovariety.
The following result was proved by the author [18].
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Theorem 21. The pseudovariety Pfin of all finite permutative algebras
over a finite field is defined by the pseudoidentity xω[x, y]yω = 0.
P r o o f. Every permutative semigroup satisfies an identity
x1 · · · xnxyxn+1 · · · x2n = x1 · · · xnyxxn+1 · · · x2n.
Therefore every finite permutative algebra satisfies the pseudoidentity
xω[x, y]yω = 0.
Now let us assume that A satisfies this pseudoidentity. Then all finite
algebras from the variety varA satisfy it. It is easy to prove that none of the
forbidden algebras from Theorem 15 satisfies it. By Theorem 15 the variety varA
is permutative. 
From Theorems 19, 20, 21 it follows unexpected but easy corollary.
Corollary 4. A finite algebra is Lie solvable (is permutative, satisfies
a reduced semigroup identity) if and only if each of its 2-generated subalgebras
satisfies this property.
We collect few open questions of this section.
Problem 7.
1) Find a basis of the pseudoidentities for the pseudovariety of all permutative
finite rings.
2) Find a basis of the pseudoidentities for the pseudovariety of all finite alge-
bras (rings) satisfying a semigroup identities.
3) Find a basis of the pseudoidentities for the pseudovariety of all finite alge-
bras (rings) satisfying an adjoint semigroup identities.
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